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This is a report of the Masenrempulu, Toraja and Luwu survey
trips. The first trip, made by Juha Christensen and Kari Valkama
April 15 - 24, 1986, covered the northern part of kabupaten
Pinrang, kabupaten Enrekang and the eastern part of kabupaten Tana
Toraja. The second trip, made by Juha Christensen and Kari
Valkama May 25 - June 7, 1986, covered the northern and eastern
part of kabupaten Luwu. The third trip by Philip Campbell and
Kari Valkama August 20 - September 2, 1986, covered the eastern
part of kabupaten Polewali Mamas a and the western part of
kabupaten Tana Toraja. The fourth trip by Juha Christensen and
Kari Valkama September 21 - 27, 1986, covered the southern part of
kabupaten Luwu.

The goal of the survey was to investigate the linguistic
situation in kabupatens Pinrang, Enrekang, Tana Toraja, Polewali
Mamas a and Luwu in order to establish language boundaries by
comparing lexical similarity between wordlists taken in the areas
concerned. This was to complete the earlier UNHAS-SIL survey
(i.e. the initial survey by Grimes and Grimes in 1982/1983) in the
areas mentioned above, thus bringing the general survey of the
area to completion.

1. ROlILIBGIJISTlC IRFOIDIATlOR

The area covered by our survey belongs to five administrative
units, kabupatens Pinrang, Enrekang, Tana Toraja, Polewali Mamasa
and Luwu. In Pinrang we visited kecamatans Patampanua, Duampanua
and Suppirang. In Enrekang we visited all five kecamatans: Maiwa,
Enrekang, Baraka, Anggeraja and AlIa. In Tana Toraja we visited
kecamatans Mengkendek, Makale, Sanggalangi, Sesean, Rantepao,
Rindingallo, Saluputti and Bonggakaradeng. tn Polewali Mamasa we
visited kecamatans Mamas a, Sumarorong and Polewali. tn Luwu we
visited all the kecamatans except kecamatan Lifubong. See Appendix
C for map of area surveyed.

The condition of the roads is basically good. Most of the
roads were asphalt. In Pinrang we had some difficulties when
going to desa Kassa and towards desa Suppirang. Those roads were
passable by motorbike only during the dry season. Kecamatan Pana
in kabupaten Polewali Mamas a , kecamatan Bonggakaradeng in
kabupaten Tana Toraja and kecamatan Bastem in kabupaten Luwu were
not accessible by motorbike.

The area concerned is
coastal plain of Pinrang and
and the coastal areas of
Farming is the livelihood of
the most important crop.

basically mountainous, except for the
the southern part of kecamatan Maiwa
kecamatans Polewali, Mamasa and Luwu.
most people in the area, rice being
Wet field cultivation is most common.
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Corn and cassava (ubi kayu) are cultivated to a lesser extent.
Animal husbandry is also important in many areas.

There are over 100,000 inhabitants in the three
above-mentioned kecamatans of Pinrang. About 98% are Muslim and
about 2% are Christian. In kabupaten Enrekang there are over
130,000 inhabitants out of which about 1% are Christians and the
rest are Muslim. In kabupaten Tana Toraja there are about 340,000
inhabitants. About 80% are Christians, 7% Muslim and 13%
an~ists. In kabupaten Polewali Mamas a in kecamatans Mamasa,
Pana, Sumarorong and Polewa1i there are about 130,000
inhabitants. About 56% are Muslim, the majority of whom live in
kecamatan Polewali, 40% are Christians, most of whom live in
kecamatan Mamasa and Pana, and about 4% are an~ists. In
kabupaten Luwu there are 560,000 inhabitants, the majority of
which are Muslim.

2. HBTIIODOLOGY
2.A. General

The goal of the survey was to determine tentative language
boundaries by comparing ,lexical similarity between wordlists taken
in the area concerned.

Our definition of language ~plies mutual intelligibility,
so, when we speak of two separate languages, we imply lack of
intelligibility. Even though lexicostatistics is not a sufficient
means of predicting intelligibility, we assume that the measure of
lexical similarity roughly correlates with the degree of
intelligibility. We feel that lexicostatistics' can be used to
indicate language relationships, but that any resultant
classification must be considered tentative (Smith 1982). Oyen
notes: "The reason that lexicostatistical classification is
inconclusive would be the same ,that affects any classification;
not all the knowable facts are known at the time of classification
unless one chooses to wait hopelessly until all knowable facts are
known. Based on fewer facts than that, a classification remains
open to correction as additional facts become available." (Oyen
1966:35).

An additional factor that would make the language
classification final would be intelligibility testing between all
those language communities which show lexical similarity between
60 and 95 percent. This is because whereas lexical similarity is
one component of linguistic similarity (together with the
phonological, grammatical and semantic components) intelligibility
scores represent linguistic similarity directly, being composite
measures of those components which determine linguistic similarity
(S~ons 1979:15,57f, 67-87).
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2.D. Eliciting data

During the four survey trips, 65 wordlists were elicited. 60
of those wordlists and 19 wordlists from other surveys were
compared. They are listed in two matrixes: Matrix 5, Appendix A
(63 wordlists) and Matrix 6, Appendix B (16 wordlists). Lists
elicited by the Grimeses are marked (G), lists elicited by the
Fribergs are marked (F), lists elicited by the Laskowskes are
marked (L), lists taken from Barr & Barr are marked (B) and a list
taken from Balai Penelitian Bahasa is marked (BPB). This makes
the total number of wordlists 79.

The wordlist we used was a 2l0-item list, which was quite
similar to the Grimeses, Friberg and the Laskowske lists. Barr
and 'Barr used a modified Swadesh 100 list and Balai Bahasa used
the Swadesh 200 list. Out of the 210 items, 200 were also on the
Grimes list, 210 were on the Friberg list and 209 were on the
Laskowske list. All these lists are substantially similar to the
Swadesh 200 list.

Before eliciting a wordlist, the respondent was screened to
ensure that he was a native speaker of the language/dialect in
question. We permitted other local people to advise and correct
the respondent, but we required the respondent himself to
pronounce the words, so that uniformity of pronounciation could be
maintained for a given location. The language of elicitation was
Indonesian.

2.e. Lexical si.ilarity

All 79 wordlists were later transferred to a wordbook where
each page contained one item in all its 79 varieties. Where a
given wordlist elicited more than one response, each response was
entered on the wordbook page. After that each word was assigned
to its appropriate lexical similarity set according to the
principles explained in Bugenhagen (1981:12-14). A lexical
similarity set is a set of forms which are all lexically similar
to one another (Sanders 1977:36).

It is to be noted that here we use the terms lexically
similar and lexical similarity set instead of the terms cognate
and cognate set, because we want to make it clear that we are
making synchronic comparisons instead of diachronic comparisons.
Bugenhagen refers to McElhanon (1967:8), according to whom two
items are lexically similar if there is correspondence between
fifty percent or more of the phonemes, either as a regular
correspondence (for the comparative method) or by phonetic
similarity (for the inspection method). (For the discussion of
comparative method and inspection method, see Sanders 1977:33,34.)
Bugenhagen combines the comparative method with the inspection
method to the extent that regular correspondences are taken into
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consideration. Loanwords, however, he leaves in, while in the
comparative method they are left out. So, basically we followed
the inspection method, with the addition that regular
correspondences were also taken into consideration. The decisions
were made on a lexically similar/lexically different basis
according to the 50% correspondence guideline.

2.D. Disqualifications
Out of the 210-item word1ist, 13 items were disqualified

because of ambiguity, confusion, lexical repetition, lack of
correspondence between the language of elicitation and the
language elicited and difficulties encountered in assigning words
into their lexical similarity sets. The items were 1126 "mer eka'",
i139"danau", 4147"hangat '", 4194 11 ini", #95 "itu", 197 "di situ",
11106 "barat" 1F149 "paman" 1152 "nenek moyang" #156 "emas. " ,kawin", i1157"jeluang", iH70 "di mana", and 11205"mandikan".

2.E. Matrix

Two matrixes containing the comparisons between the 79
wordlists were then produced with the help of a computer. The
larger one (Matrix 5, Appendix A) contains South Sulawesi Stock
wordlists. The smaller one (Matrix 6, Appendix B) contains
Central Sulawesi Stock word1ists.

The larger matrix was then split into three smaller
matrixes: Toraja, Luwu and Masenrempu1u matrixes (matrices 1, 2
and 3, respectively). In the smaller matrixes some of the
word lists were disqualified because we suspect that they do not
represent the respective speech form. Therefore the Pattae'
wordlist was disqualified because it has a Bugis bias. The
Ba'atan wordlist was taken from a person who was born in the
Tallulembangna dialect area but later moved to the Kesu' dialect
area. Therefore it is a mixed wordlist. The Kariango wordlist
was disqualified because the quality of the elicitation was
thought to be poor. The Bungi and Maroangin wordlists also showed
a Bugis bias.

3. RESULTS
3.A. General

Percentages above 80 are considered to indicate one language.
Percentages above 75 are considered to indicate the same subfamily
of languages. Percentages between 60 and 75 are considered to
indicate the same family of languages. Percentages between 45 and
60 are considered to indicate the same stock of families.
Percentages between 25 and 45 are considered to indicate the same
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superstock of stocks. All the wordlists of this survey belong to
the South Sulawesi Stock or the Central Sulawesi Stock. Lexical
similarity percentages are generally not used to differentiate
between dialects, so we relied more on sociolinguistic factors in
breaking languages into dialects.

It is to be noted that we did not follow the percentages
blindly when separating languages from each other. We tried to
take sociolinguistic factors into consideration also. It is also
to be remembered that lexicostatistics gives only an approximation
of the real language situation. To finalize the picture, thorough
fieldwork and intelligibility testing is needed. We are in no way
trying to imply that this survey report presents the final and
true relationship between the languages concerned.

Two other languages treated in Grimes and Grimes, Rampi and
Lemolang, are found in the area of our survey, namely in kabupaten
Luwu. We have not included these because they are so unrelated to
everything else. Lemo1ang stands as a language isolate within the
South Sulawesi Stock. Rampi is assigned the Central Sulawesi
Stock. We have nothing to add beyond Grimes and Grimes and the
Rampi survey (in this volume).

3.B. South Sulawesi Stock
3.B.1. Bugi. Fa.ily

As Matrix 3 shows, this family is represented by Bugis and
Malimpung wordlists. The Bugis list represents the Sidrap dialect
and therefore (because of close location) some of the other
wordlists show over 60% lexical similarity with it. (See Maiwa,
Pattae' and Pattinjo-Enrekang wordlists.)

3.B.2. Rorthern South Sulawesi Pa.ily
3.B.2.1. Toraja Subfa.ily

This subfamily is represented by the Toraja, Mamasa, (Matrix
1) and Luwu (Matrix 2) languages in our matrix. The Toraja
language is represented by the Sa'dan, Kesu', Tallulembangna and
Saluputti-Rindingallo dialects.

Duri relates to Toraja dialects with an average of 77.8%
lexical similarity and to Enrekang-Pattinjo with an average of
75.7%, so it could have been included in the Toraja subfamily. But
because of sociolinguistic factors, we included it in the
Masenrempulu subfamily. This is in accordance with van der Veen,
Peta Bahasa and Grimes and Grimes.

The Mamas a language is represented by the northern dialect
(kecamatan Mamas a and Pana), the middle dialect (kecamatan
Sumarorong, desas Mappak and Simbuang in kecamatan Bonggakaradeng
and desa Suppirang in kecamatan Lembang) and the southern or
Pattae' dialect (kecamatan Polewali).

According to the Grimeses, Pattae' is a separate language
from Mamasa. Their only wordlist of Pattae' is from Binuang,
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which is heavily influenced by Bugis. In our matrix it is 11-12%
closer to Bugis than our other Pattae' wordlists. Therefore we
have reason to believe that that word list does not represent a
pure Pattae' dialect. Therefore we excluded that list from Matrix
1. Since Pattae' relates to other Mamasa dialects with an average
of 86.7% lexical similarity, it is clearly part of the Mamasa
language even though there are some sociolinguistic factors that
may cause Pattae' speakers to reject materials written in the
northern dialect. This decision is in accordance with van der
Veen and Peta Bahasa.

The northern and middle dialects of Mamasa relate to Toraja
with an average of 84.9% lexical similarity. It is almost as much
as the percentage between Pattae' and the two other Mamasa
dialects. We decided not to include Mamasa in the Toraja language
because of the following factors. The deviation of the percentage
figures between Toraja and Mamasa (excluding the Pattae' dialect)
is higher than the deviation of percentage figures between Pattae'
and Mamasa (the Mamasa average excludes the Pattae' dialect). We
believe that this fact is the result of contact between Mamaaa and
Toraja which has resulted in bilingualism for those language
communities that are geographically close to Mamasa. For example,
our Balla list (which is geographically close to Mamasa) shows an
average of 90% lexical similarity with Mamasa (excluding the
Pattae' dialect), but our Bonoran list, which represents the
prestigeous Kesul dialect (and which is geographically distant
from Mamasa) shows an average of only 80,6% lexical similarity
with Mamasa (excluding the Pattae' dialect). All the Pattae'
wordlists, on the contrary, show an average of 85% or more lexical
similarity with the Mamas a (the Mamas a average excludes the
Pattae' dialect).

The Luwu language is a hard one to define (see Matrix 2). It
is represented by Rongkong, Luwu Utara and Luwu Selatan dialects.
(These can be divided into smaller units, like Rongkong Bawah,
Rongkong Atas, Seko Lemo, northern Luwu Selatan, southern Luwu
Selatan, Sabbang and Bone Bone dialects.) In the people's minds
Rongkong is separate from the Luwu language. But according to our
lexcial similarity figures, Rongkong is, on the average, 88,9%
lexically similar with Luwu Utara and on the average, only 82,4%
lexically similar with Luwu Selatan. Luwu Utara and Luwu Selatan
are on the average 85% lexically similar. So, according to the
matrix, Rongkong is closer to Luwu Utara thanLuwu Utara is with
Luwu Selatan. Therefore, if a split should be made, Luwu Utara
should be grouped together with Rongkong and Luwu Selatan should
be left alone. This split would have been against the intuition
of the population, so we did not do it.
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What is clear, however, is that Luwu Utara is the central dialect
and that it's Sabbang dialect (represented by our Lena wordlist)
is the linguistic center for the area. It remains to be seen if
speakers of the other dialects can understand and are willing to
acquiesce to the centrality of this dialect.

Grimes and Grimes' Toala' is the same as our Luwu. Whereas
they divide the language into two dialects, Toala' and Palili', on
a north-south axis (which incidentally continues north and
demarcates the Atas and Bawah dialects of the Rongkong language),
we have spoken of northern and southern dialects based on a
east-west axis. Both are correct divisions in th~ south. (In the
north this division is corre~t only if Rongkong is considered a
part of Luwu, a position that Grimes and Grimes do not take.)
Thus Ranteballa, Paragosi, Bonelemo and Kaili (southern and
western (mountain) villages) form a group which is over 90%
lexically similar. Gr~es and Grimes Palili' wordlist taken in
Palopo. is about 96% lexically similar with our Kandoa wordlist,
making it part of the Luwu Selatan dialect.

3.B.2.2. Massenrempulu Subfamily
The Masenrempulu subfamily is represented by the

Enrekang-Pattinjo, Duri and Maiwa languages (see Matrix 3).
The Enrekang-Pattinjo language is represented by the Pattinjo

and Enrekang dialects. The Guzi, Kassa, Bungi, Paku and Rampusa
wordlists are usually referred to by the cover term Pattinjo.
They are spoken in kabupatens Pinrang and Polewali Mamasa.
Enrekang-Pattinjo reportedly also has a Ranga dialect in desa
Ranga kecamatan Enrekang. We do not have a word list from that
dialect.

Grimeses grouped Duri, Enrekang and Maiwa into one language
and Pattinjo as a separate language. Our wordlists, however; show
that Duri, Enrekang and Maiwa are separate languages. And since
Pattinjo relates at an average 84.1% lexical similarity with
Enrekang, it was included in the Enrekang-Pattinjo language. This
is in accordance with the Peta Bahasa.

The Maiwa language is represented by the Maroangin, Mataka1i
and Bungin dialects. Matakali is a transitional dialect between
Enrekang-Pattinjo and Maiwa. Maiwa is also reportedly spoken in
kabupaten Sidrap in kecamatan Duapitue, desas Bulucenrana, Batu,
Compong, Betao and Balawae, and in kecamatan Pancarijang in desa
Kulo. We do not have wordlists from those speech communities.

The Duri language seems to be uniform, without great dialect
differences. It is close to Toraja showing an average 77.8%
lexical similarity with it, compared to 75.7% lexical similarity
with Enrekang-Pattinjo. But because of sociolinguistic reasons,
we have included it in the Masenrempulu subfamily. This is in
accordance with Van der Veen and Peta Bahasa.
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Matrix 3 - Hasaenrempulu - 14 wordliat:••

BAROKO
94 BlLAJIN
95 96 CAKKE
94 94 97 BARAKA

DURI LANGUAGE

74 75 75 75 RAMPUSA
72 72 74 73 86 PAKU
75 75 77 76 86 90 KASSA
79 77 80 80 90 87 89 GUZI
75 75 78 76 80 80 87 87 ENREKANG
74 74 78 76 81 83 87 88 97 ENREKANG (G)
74 74 75 74 79 82 82 84 83 86 MATAKALI
77 77 77 77 76 80 79 79 76 78 86 BUNGIN
63 64 67 65 69 74 77 71 68 70 71 69 MALIMPUNG (F) MALIMPUNG LANG.
58 58 59 58 64 71 69 66 60 63 65 65 81 BUGIS (F) BUGrS LANGUAGE

ENREKANG-PATTINJO LANGUAGE

MAIWA LANGUAGE

3.C. Central Sulawesi Stock
3.C.l. Mori Family
3.C.l.l. Bungku subfamily

The Bungku subfamily is represented by two languges, Bungku
and Menui. Both of those wordlists are from Barr and Barr. In
their matrix they relate to each other at 85%. In our matrix they
relate to each other at 77%. When we compared the Barr and Barr
word1ists, which are in our matrix, with each other, our results
averaged 8.8% lower than Barr and Barr's results. It seems
apparent that they used different criteria when making their
lexical similarity decisions.

3.C.l.1. Mori subfamily
The Mori subfamily is represented by three languages, Mori

Bawah (also called East Mori) , Mori Atas (also called West Mori)
and Padoe (also called South Mori).

Mori has five dialects (according to Ibu Pendeta Ayub
Lakaoni): Molongkuni (our Babopada), Toroda (our Beteleme),
Topimp0, Tobatu and Ngusungbatu. We had no way of verifying that
information. The dialect spoken in Soroako and Nuha is also
called the Soroako dialect. Babopada is included in the Mori
Bawah language although it is less than 80% lexically similar with
the other dialects. This is because the Babopada word1ist was
taken outside of the main area of the dialect and we have only one
wordlist, which may contain errors. We think it is safer to give
it a dialect status rather than a language status in this initial
stage.

The Kawatak wordlist is a Karonsie dialect list taken in the
Kawatak village. It is transitional between Mori Bawah and Padoe.
It was included in the Padoe language.
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The Koropansu list represents the Tambe'e dialect of the Mori
Atas language.

J.C.2. Pamona Family
The Pamona Family is represented only by the Pamona Tomoni

dialect. One of the wordlists was taken by the Grimeses and the
other one was taken by us. They should represent different
dialects, but they are quite close. During the survey we were
told that the Pamona Tomoni dialect is very homogenous. Pamona
Tomoni is only 45.5% lexically similar with the Central Sulawesi
Stock lists of our matrix, so it may be that it should be regarded
as a separate Stock.

J.C.J. Tolaki Family
The Tolaki Family is represented by only the Tolaki language.

That list is taken from a Balai Penelitian Bahasa book. They did
not say from which village their lists were taken. The only
reason we put it into our matrix was because we wanted to know how
close it is to the neighbouring Bungku and Mori subfamilies. It
is 53.3% lexically similar with the South Sulawesi Stock. Since
we do not know how close the other Southeast Sulawesi languages
are with the Central Sulawesi Stock, we do not know if it really
belongs to Central Sulawesi Stock or not.

Matrix 4 - Central Sulawesi Stock - 16 wordlists

130 TORATA

IMENUI (B) MENUI LANGUAGE
77rBUNGKU (B) BUNGKU LANGUAGE
55 58 BABOPADA
59 64 80 BETELEME
62 68 79 92 MORIBAWAH (B) MORI BAWAH LANGUAGE
64 68 76 90 93 NURA
63 68 76 91 92 99 SOROAKO
59 62 77 82 80 86 87 KAWATAK
55 60 75 78 78 79 80 85 WAWANDOLA (G) PADOE LANGUAGE
57 60 76 77 76 80 80 84 94 PABETA
59 61 76 77 76 80 80 84 94 96 KAWATA·
53 56 79 79 75 75 76 80 79 78 80 KOROPANSU MORI ATAS LANGUAGE
56 60 79 75 79 76 75 77 80 80 80 82 MORIATAS (B)
55 59 53 48 54 50 51 55 57 58 56 57 6llTOLAKI (BPB) TOLAKI LANG.
45 42 43 45 48 44 44 44 45 44 44 45 51 43 MANGKUTANA PAMONA
44 41 42 44 47 44 45 45 44 44 43 46 48 42 94 MALEKU (G) LANG.



There are still several questions that need more study:
1. Why the percentages are so different between the Barr and Barr
matrix and our matrix? 2. Does Kawatak belong to Mori Bawah or
Padoe? 3. Is Babopada a dialect of Mori Bawah or its own
language? 4. Does Pamona belong to the Central Sulawesi Stock or
to another stock? 5. Does Tolaki belong to the Central Sulawesi
Stock or to a Southeast Sulawesi Stock.
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A. Matrix "5- South Sulawesi Stock

- 63 wordlists

NORTJ-IERN SOUTH SULAWESI FANlt,Y
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B. Hatru 6 - Central Sulawesi Stock - 16 vordlist8

MORl
BAWAH
LANGUAGE

PADOE
LANGUAGE

..soUTH SULAWE SJ MAP.

BUNGKU
SUBFAMILY

ABOPADA
59 64 80 BETELEME
62 68 79 92 MORlBAWAH (B)
64 68 76 90 93 NUHA
63 68 76 91 92 99 SOROAKO
59 62 77 82 80 86 87 KAWATAK
55 60 75 78 78 79 80 85 WAWANDOLA (G)
57 60 76 77 76 80 80 84 94 PABETA
59 61 76 77 76 80 80 84 94 96 KAWAT
53 56 79 79 75 75 76 80 79 78 80 KOROPANSU

6 7 7 80 80 80 82 T
5 50 51 55 57 58 56 7 61 TOLAKl BPB TOLAIC

45 42 43 45 48 44 44 44 45 44 44 45 51 43 MANGKUTANA PAMONA
44 41 42 44 47 44 45 45 44 44 43 46 48 42 94 MALEKU (G)
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ell "p. of are•• urveyed
Hap 1 - RorthctIIltral South Sul_.i Hap
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Hap 2 - Rortheastern South Sulawesi Hap
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